The elliptically contoured distributions on"m n (n-dimensional Euclidean space) are defined as follows. If X is an n-dimensional random (row) vector and, for some~E::R and some nxn nonnegative definite matrix L:, the characteristic function ¢X_lJ(t) of X -l-i is a function of the quadratic form t L: t', ¢X_lJ(t) = ¢(tL:t'), we say that X has an elliptically contoured distribution with parameters lJ, L: and ¢, and we write _.
X~ECn(lJ,L:,¢). When ¢(u) = exp(-u/2), ECn(lJ,L:,¢) is the normal distribution Nn(lJ,L:); and when n = 1, the class of elliptically contoured distributions coincides with the class of one-dimensional symmetric distributions. The location and scale parameters lJ and L: can be any vector in IR n and any nxn nonnegative definite matrix, while the class of admissible functions ¢ will be discussed below. In addition to the references already cited, there is an interesting discussion of 'a subclass of the elliptically contoured distributions by Dempster (1969).
Stochastic representations.
Our approach to defining elliptically contoured distributions by means of parametric triplets (~,E,~), besides providing greater generality than other approaches which require X to be absolutely continuous, has the advantage that the class of distributions is closed under linear transformations of X with~preserved under such transformations and with~and E transformed in the same way as a mean vector and covariance matrix. Nevertheless, many of the properties of these distributions are more easily studied and described by means of stochastic representations of the form (1) where U(~) is a random vector of dimension~which is uniformly distributed on the unit sphere in IR~(~~l), where R, independent of U(~), is a nonnegative random variable, and where~and A are a nonstochastic vector and matrix of appropriate dimensions.
Denoting the characteristic function of U(~) by n~ (1 It\ 1 2 ), tEIR~, and the distribution function of R by F, it easily follows that a random vector XEm n which is representabie as in (1) Let X~EC (~,r,<p) and the rank r(r) of r be k~1. The distribution of R in (1) depends on i, which is apparent from (2) .
There are precise relationships between the corresponding parts of any two representations of an elliptically contoured random vector; these are described in Theorem 3 below.
When~is of full rank n, then X~EC (~,~,~) has a canonical n representation taking the form
The distribution function F appearing in (2) for~= k = r(~) will be called the canonicaZ distribution function associated with X. Its special significance is made clear in the following lemma.
Lemma 1. If F is the canonicaZ distribution function associated with
X~ECn(~'~'~) and k = r(~)~1, then the quadratic form (5) whereF (r-) .
Proof.
is any generaZized inverse of~, has the distribution function e. Moreover, if X is nondegenerate, then there exists a c > 0 such that
one of its degenerate, and the characteristic function of which (6) follows. Write~= (a . . ),1 J 0 X = (X 1 , ... ,X n ) is not degenerate, then
with a .. , a~. > 0, which establishes (8) with c = a~./a.. hypotheses and (8) imply that the characteristic function of X -s atisfies (9)
Now, if (7) is not true then for some t flR n (1) and (3), where it is apparent that if R is mUltiplied by a positive constant and A is multiplied by the constant's reciprocal, then the distribution of X is unchanged. Except for this indeterminancy in scale, the distributions of R in (1) and (3) are determined by the distribution of X when X is not degenerate. This is a consequence of Corollary 2 below. (2)), and hencẽ + RU(i)A~EC (~,E,~), where A is i x nand chosen so as to make n AlA = E. That A can be so chosen is easily established when i~r(E).
The remaining part of the first sentence, following the semi-colon, in the statement of the corollary then becomes an immediate application of Theorem 2. Now suppose X is representable as in (I), so that X~EC (~,E ,~) with E =AlA. Then AlA is a positive multiple of r, and
it is apparent that A can be rescaled so as to make AlA = r and~o =( cf., Theorem 1). Then it follows from the first remark following -t.ne proof of Theorem 2, that the square of the random variable R appearing in (1) has the Laplace transform given in (11).
Thus if a nondegenerate eZZiptioaZZy oontoured random vector X has two representations X g~+ RU(i)A and X g~+ R u(i)A and A =A (or
and they are independent.
-e
Proof. Since the mapping x + (I Ixl I, xii Ixl I) is Borel measurable oñ n _ {O}, it follows from the representation X g RU(n) that (I Ixi I, XII Ixi I) g (R,U(n)), which proves the lemma.
0
Write u(n) = (Ui n ) ,u~n)) ",here ui n ) is m-dimensional (l~<n). (m) (n-m) where R nm (~O), U and U are independent, and i. e., R nm has the density funation
Proof. Let X = (X l 'X 2 )~Nn(O,I n ), where the dimension of Xl is m. Since
Xl and X 2 are independent, it follows from Lemma 2 that are jointly independent and
In what follows, we set u(m) and u(n-m) equal to xIII Ixll I and x2/1 Ix 2 1I, respectively, and define R nm as Ilxlll/llxll (=IIXlll/(IIXlI12+llx2112)~). 1k .
where R ,R and U(m) are independent. Thus Xl has two canonical n nm representations, R U(m) and R R u(m), and (13) follows from the remark m nnm following Corollary 2.
On the basis of this remark and the foregoing discussion, we are able to easily justify the following theorem and its corollaries. factorization of AlA, the stochastic entities R, R 1k and U(k) are 2 k 1-k independent, and R 1k .,.,. Beta(2'~) .
(R 1k
Corollary 3b. If X~ECn(~,E,~) has the representation:{~)'with AlA = Eand k = r(E) ;;:: 1, then the quadratic form
R an R 1k are independent, and R 1k
e-Suppose X~EC (~,E,~) is nondegenerate and, for convenience, Rand n A in (3) are scaled (see the remark following Theorem 1) so that A'A = E and R has the distribution F appearing in (2) when~= k = r(E). Since,
it follows that the covariance matrix of X, denoted E , exists if and only
In this case EX =~and (say) .
.e
Because the distribution function of R (i.e., F) cannot be readily expressed in terms of~, it is desirable to relate the existence of E and o the constant c to~directly. with canonical peppesentation (18) whepe fop each a~0, R 2 and u(m) aPe independent, the distPibution of
e-and the funotion~2 is given by (2) (20) since U(n-m) is independent of Rand R nm . Clearly (17) follows from (18) 4It with~2 defined in the manner described. Finally from (19), (20 with~= n), while these same values of F have no effect on F 2 (see C2t)) a and, therefore, no effect on ¢ 2' Thus the mapping ¢~¢ 2 is many-to-one a a in a very complicated manner. In contrast, the description of (XII X 2 =x 2 ) through (19) and the canonical representation given in (18) is quite explicit and straightforward, as far as it goes.
2. While (21) shows that the distribution function F 2 (of R 
(k l )
Moreover, for each a~0, R 2 is independent of U and its a distribution is given by (21) with n = k and m = k l ; and the function </> 2 is given by (2) with R, = K1,pnaF repw.cedUblitneU a distribution function of R 2. R 2 is independent of U and its distribution a n = k, m = k l . Also for X2€~2 + S, x 2 -~2= z2 A 2 for some z2' and hence Since ¢(~t'), tEIR n , is the characteristic function of X -~, X is absolutely continuous and has the density In this section we focus attention on several properties of the normal distributions which do not extend to other elliptically cofitoured distributions. We have already discussed one of these in the second remark following Theorem 2, appearing in Section 2., (a) When X = (X I ,X 2 ) is normally distributed, then, of course, the conditional distribution of Xl given X 2 is normally distributed and the the form ¢ ( )(u) = exp(-cu/2), q x 2 The failure of ¢ ( ) to depend upon q x 2 the value of q(x 2 ) characterizes normality: function ¢ ( ) in Corollary 5 assumes q x 2 where c~0 is independent of x 2 • .e 
where Z2 denotes the vector consisting of the last k 2 components of RU(k). Thus P(q(X 2 )=O)~P(R=O)~p((xllx2) is degenerate) = 0, and hence q(X 2 ) > 0 a.s. Also, since (xllx2) is nondegenerate normal a. s., the function~q(X2)(·) must assume the form It is obvious from (32) that c(a 2 ) is a constant for all a€A, and the degeneracy of c(q(X 2 )) follows.
Remarks.
1. An alternative proof of the "if" part of Theorem 7 without using Theorem 6 can be given as follows. (32) Proof. The "only if" part is obvious, so we shall only show the "if"
part. Suppose X -ECn(ll,E,~) has marginals uf dimensions p and p t q with functional forms g and g ,and p p+q where Xl is of dimension m (l~<n), as in Theorem 5, and show that the normality of X is implied by the finiteness and degeneracy of E(I Ixll I P lx 2 ). The latter permits two cases: P(X=O) = 1 and P(X=O) = O.
The first case is trivial: X is degenerate normal. In the second case, p(1 Ix 2 11=0) = 0, and according to (18) and (21),
(II x211 ,00) r -X 2 ) r dF (r)
where F is the distribution function of R in the canonical representation X g RU(n). Thus
11,00)(r -X 2 ) r dF(r) which implies a.s.
(u 00) r -u r~J , , 
